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Preface 
This volume constitutes the proceedings of the First International Workshop on Rewriting 
Logic and its Applications, held at the Asilomar Conference Center, Pacific Grove, California, 
3-6 September 1996. 
There are three invited papers by Narciso Marti-Oliet, Ugo Montanari, and Martin Wirsing, 
and 17 contributed papers selected by the Program Committee among the submitted papers. 
They give a rich view of the latest developments and research directions in the field of rewriting 
logic and its different applications to computing. Besides work on models and on concurrency 
aspects, there are several papers describing the different rewriting logic languages developed so 
far in Europe and the US, as well as a paper on semantic foundations for the Cafe language 
in Japan. There are also several papers on logical and metalogical specification; on reflection 
and strategies; on applications to object-oriented design, specification and programming; and on 
applications to constraint solving, to real-time systems, and to discrete event simulation. 
Besides the papers, the workshop’s program has placed strong emphasis on facilitating in-depth 
discussion of the topics by allowing ample time for the discussion of each paper, by including 
five panel discussions on specific topics, and by scheduling a tutorial at the beginning of the 
workshop. I wish to thank all the panelists for having contributed to making the workshop a 
very stimulating scientific dialogue. 
I wish to thank my fellow Programme Committee members and those who assisted them in 
the refereeing process. Each submitted paper was refereed by at least three persons. Thanks to 
their efforts we have a volume of high-quality contributions. 
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The workshop has been supported by the US Ofice of Naval Research and by the US Na- 
tional Security Agency through the ONR Grant N00014-96-1-0824, SRI International’s Com- 
puter Science Laboratory has also contributed resources needed in the preparation of the work- 
shop. All this support is gratefully acknowledged. 
Manuel Clavel and Narciso Marti-Oliet have provided invaluable assistance in the preparation 
of the text of these proceedings. Without them you would not hold this volume in your hands, 
nor could you browse it on your screen. Judith Burgess deserves very special thanks for her 
excellent work in all aspects of the workshop’s organization. 
Fabio Gndducci and Ugo Mootanari 
Tiles, rewriting rules and CC.9 
http://wwu.elsevier.nl/locate/entcs/volue4.html 
In Gaducci and Montanari (1996) (Technical Report TR-96-27, Dept. Computer Science, Univ. 
of Pisa), we introduced the tile model, a framework encompassing a wide class of computational 
systems, whose behaviour can be described by certain rewriting rules. We gathered our inspiration 
both from the world of term rewriting and of concurrency theory, and our formalism recollects 
many properties of these sources. For example, it provides a compositional way to describe 
both the states and the sequences of transitions performed by a given system, stressing their 
distributed nature. Moreover, a suitable notion of typed proof allows to take into account also 
those formalisms relying on the notions of synchronization and side-effects to determine the 
actual behaviour of a system. In this work we narrow our scope, presenting a restricted version 
of our tile model and focussing our attention on its expressive power. To this aim, we recall 
the basic definitions of the process algebras paradigm (Bergs&a and Klop, 1984; Mimer, 1989), 
centering the paper on the recasting of this framework in our formalism. 
Hiroyukl Miyoshl 
MoaWng conaWonal rewriting Iogic in structured categories 
http://www.elsevier.nl/locate/entcs/volue4.html 
We reformulate and generalize the hmctorial model of Meseguer’s conditional full rewrit- 
ing logic by using inserter, a weighted limit in 2-categories. Indeed 2-categories are cate- 
gories enriched in Cat. Therefore, this method also can be extended to sesqui-categories and 
other enriched categories, with which we can model various aspects of rewritings andb 
strategies. 
Peter Borovanskfr, Claude Kirchner, H&re Kiehner, PIerrc+Etienne Moreau and Marian Vittek 
ELAN: A logical/lamework based on computational systems 
http://uww.elsevier.nl/locate/entcs/volume4.html 
Elan implements computational systems, a concept that combines rewriting logic with the 
powerful description of rewriting strategies. Elan can be used either as a logical framework 
or to describe and execute deterministic as well as non-deterministic rule based processes. We 
present the general features of the language and outline some of the applications it has been 
used for. 
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Patrick Viry 
Input/output for ELAN 
http://www.elsevier.nl/locate/entcs/volue4.html 
We show how to add input/output capabilities to the ELAN rewriting interpreter using a 
rewrite specification of n-calculus. This I/O system has the advantage of being totally explicit 
and fit in the same semantic framework than any other “application program”. An actual imple- 
mentation shows the effectiveness of this approach. 
M. Clavel, S. Eker, P. Lincoln and J. Meseguer 
Principles of Maude 
http://www.elsevier.nl/locate/entcs/volume4.html 
This paper introduces the basic concepts of the rewriting logic language Maude and discusses 
its implementation. Maude is a wide-spectrum language supporting formal specification, rapid 
prototyping, and parallel programming. Maude’s rewriting logic paradigm includes the functional 
and object-oriented paradigms as sublanguages. The fact that rewriting logic is reflective leads 
to novel metaprogramming capabilities that can greatly increase software reusability and adapt- 
ability. Control of the rewriting computation is achieved through internal strategy languages 
defined inside the logic. Maude’s rewrite engine is designed with the explicit goal of being 
highly extensible and of supporting rapid prototyping and formal methods applications, but its 
semi-compilation techniques allow it to meet those goals with good performance. 
S. Eker 
Fast matching in combinations of regular equational theories 
http://www.elsevier.nl/locate/entcs/volume4.html 
We consider the problem of efficient term matching, modulo combinations of regular equational 
theories. Our general approach to the problem consists of three phases: compilation, matching 
and subproblem solving. We describe a technique for dealing with non-linear variables in a 
pattern and show how this technique is specialized to several specific equational theories. For 
matching in an order-sorted setting, we discuss an important optimization for theories involving 
the associativity equation. Finally, we sketch a new method of combining matching algorithms for 
regular collapse theories and give examples that involve the identity and idempotence equations. 
Anna Ciampolini, Evelina Lamma, Paola Mello and hare Stefanelli 
Distributed logic objects: A fragment of rewriting logic and its implementation 
http://www.elsevier.nl/locate/entcs/volume4.html 
This paper presents a logic language (called distributed logic objects, DLO for short) that 
supports objects, messages and inheritance. The operational semantics of the language is given 
in terms of rewriting rules acting upon the (possibly distributed) state of the system. In this sense, 
the logic underlying the language is Rewriting Logic. In the paper we discuss the implementation 
of this language on distributed memory MIMD architectures, and we describe the advantages 
achieved in terms of flexibility, scalability and load balancing. In more detail, the implementation 
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is obtained by translating logic objects into a concurrent logic language based on multi-head 
clauses, taking advantage from its distributed implementation on a massively parallel architecture. 
In the underlying implementation, objects are clusters of processes, objects’ state is represented 
by logical variables, message-passing communication between objects is performed via multi-head 
clauses, and inheritance is mapped into clause union. Some interesting features such as transparent 
object migration and intensional messages are easily achieved thanks to the underlying support. 
In the paper, we also sketch a (direct) distributed implementation supporting the indexing of 
clauses for single-named methods. 
Manuel Clavel and Josh Meseguer 
Reflection and strategies in rewriting logic 
http://www.elsevier.nl/locate/entcs/volume4.html 
After giving general metalogical axioms characterizing reflection in general logics in terms 
of the notion of a universal theory, this paper specifies a finitely presented universal theory for 
rewriting logic and gives a detailed proof of the claim made in Meseguer and Clavel (1996) 
(Proc. Reflection’96) that rewriting logic is reflective. The paper also gives general axioms for 
the notion of a strategy language internal to a given logic. Exploiting the fact that rewriting logic 
is reflexive, a general method for defining internal strategy languages for it and proving their 
correctness is proposed and is illustrated with an example. The Maude language has been used 
as an experimental vehicle for the exploration of these techniques. They seem quite promising 
for applications such as metaprogramming and module composition, logical framework represen- 
tations, development of formal programming and proving environments, supercompilation, and 
formal verification of strategies. 
HClhe Kirchner and Pierre-Etierme Moreau 
A reflective extension of ELAN 
http://www.elsevier.nl/locate/entcs/volue4.html 
The expressivity of rewriting logic as me&logic has been already convincingly illustrated. 
The goal of this paper is to explore the reflective capabilities of ELAN, a language based on 
the concepts of computational systems and rewriting logic. We define a universal theory for 
the class of ELAN programs and the representation diction associated to this universal theory. 
Then we detail the effective transformations to implement and propose the definition of two built- 
in modules that provide the last step to get the reflective capabilities we want for the ELAN 
system. 
Peter Borovanskp, Claude Kirchner and H6be Kirchner 
Controlling rewriting by rewriting 
http://www.elsevier.nl/locate/entcs/volume4.html 
In this paper, we investigate the idea of controlling rewriting by strategies and we develop 
a strategy language whose operational semantics is also based on rewriting. This language is 
described in ELAN, a language based on computational systems that are simply rewriting the- 
ories controlled by strategies. We illustrate the syntax, semantics and different features of this 
strategy language. Finally, we sketch its bootstrapping implementation by a transformation into 
a computational system, whose heart is a rewrite theory controlled by a lower-level strategy of 
ELAN. 
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Narciso M.&f-Oliet and Jo& Meaeguer 
Rewriting kqic as a logierrl and semantic framework 
http://uww.elsevier.nl/locate/entcs/volume4.html 
Rewriting logic (Meseguer, 1992) is proposed as a logical framework in which other logics 
can be represented, and as a semantic framework for the specification of languages and systems. 
Using concepts from the theory of general logics (Meseguer 1989), representations of an object 
logic Y in a framework logic 9 are understood as mappings Y + 9 that translate one logic into 
the other in a conservative way. The ease with which such maps can be defined is discussed in 
detail for the cases of linear logic, logics with quantifiers, and any sequent calculus presentation 
of a logic for a very general notion of “sequent”. Using the fact that rewriting logic is reflective, 
it is o&en possible to reify inside rewriting logic itself a representation map Y -+ R WLogic 
for the finitely presentable theories of 3’. Such a reification takes the form of a map between 
the abstract data types representing the finitary theories of Y and of RWLogic. Regarding the 
different but related use of rewriting logic as a semantic framework, the straightforward way in 
which very diverse models of concurrency can be expressed and unified within rewriting logic 
is illustrated with CCS. In addition, the way in which constraint solving fits within the rewriting 
logic framework is briefly explained. 
Razvan Diacooescu 
FounaWons of bekavioural spec@cation i rewriting logic 
http://www.elsevier.nl/locate/entcs/volume4.html 
We extend behavioural specification based on hidden sorts to rewriting logic by constructing a 
hybrid between the two underlying logics. This is achieved by defining a concept of behavioural 
satisfaction for rewriting logic. Our approach is semantic inthat it is based on a general construc- 
tion on models, called be/r&our image, which uses final models in an essential way. However 
we provide syntactic characterisations for the behavioural satisfaction relation, thus opening the 
door for shifting recent advanced proof techniques for behavioural satisfaction to rewriting logic. 
We also show that the rewriting logic behavioural satisfaction obeys the so-called “satisfaction 
condition” of the theory of institutions, thus providing support for OBJ style modularisation for 
this new paradigm. 
Carlos Castro 
Solving binary CSP using computational systems 
http://vww.elsevier.nl/locate/entcs/volue4.html 
In this paper we formalise CSP solving as an inference process. Based on the notion of 
Computational Systems we associate actions with rewriting rules and control with strategies that 
establish the order of application of the inferences. The main contribution of this work is to 
lead the way to the design of a formalism allowing to better understand constraint solving and 
to apply in the domain of CSP the knowledge already developed in Automated Deduction. 
W. Marco Schorlemmer 
B-rewriting rewriting rogie 
http://www.elsevier.nl/locate/entcs/volue4.html 
Rewriting logic appears to have good properties as logical framework, and can be useful 
for the development of programming languages which attempt to integrate various paradigms 
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of declarative programming. In this paper I propose to tend towards the operational semantics 
for such languages by basing it on bi-rewrite systems and ordered chaining calculi which apply 
rewrite techniques to first-order theories with arbitrary possibly non-symmetric transitive relations, 
because this was an important breakthrough for the automation of deduction in these kind of 
theories. I show that a proof calculus based on the bi-rewriting technique may serve as framework 
of different proof calculi, by analyzing those of equational logic and Horn logic, and presenting 
them as specific cases of bi-rewrite systems. Deduction is then essentially bi-rewriting a theory 
of rewriting logic. Since recently the interest in specifications based on theories with transitive 
relations has arisen, the result of this research towards a general framework for bi-rewriting 
based operational semantics of several programming paradigms will also be very useful for the 
development of rapid prototyping tools for these kind of specifications. 
Peter Csaba dlveczky and Jo& Meseguer 
Specifying real-time systems in rewriting logic 
http://www.elsevier.nl/locate/entcs/volume4.html 
This work investigates the suitability of rewriting logic as a semantic framework for modeling 
real-time and hybrid systems. We present a general method to specify and symbolically simulate 
such systems in rewriting logic and illustrate it with a well-known benchmark. We also show how 
a wide range of real-time and hybrid system models can be naturally expressed and are unified 
within our approach. The relationships with timed rewriting logic (Kosiuczenko and Wirsing, 
1995, 1996) are also investigated. 
Christopher Landauer 
Discrete event systems in rewriting logic 
http://wuu.elsevier.nl/locate/entcs/volue4.html 
In this note, we report on some work in progress on using rewriting logics for discrete 
event simulation. The idea is to combine the proofs in the logic with the observations in the 
simulations to gain a better understanding of the interaction intricacies that seem to occur in 
complex simulations. In particular, we use communication protocols as our application domain, 
since they have all the interaction and unpredictability that makes formal specifications difficult. 
Martin Wiiing and Alexander Knapp 
A formal approach to object-oriented sofrware engineering 
http://wwu.elsevier.nl/locate/entcs/volume4.html 
The goal of this paper is to show how formal specifications can be integrated into one of the 
current pragmatic object-oriented software development methods. Jacobson’s method, “object- 
oriented software-engineering” (OOSE) is combined with object-oriented algebraic specifications 
by extending object and interaction diagrams with formal annotations. The specifications are 
based on Meseguer’s rewriting logic and are written in an extension of the language Maude by 
process expressions. As a result any such diagram can be associated with a formal specification, 
proof obligations ensuring invariant properties can be automatically generated, and the refinement 
relations between documents on different abstraction levels can be formally stated and proved. 
Finally, we provide a schematic translation of the specification to Java and thus an automatic 
generation of an object-oriented implementation. 
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Carolyn L. Talcott 
An actor rewriting theory 
http://ww.elsevier.nl/locate/entcs/volue4.html 
We present a semantic framework for actor systems based on rewriting logic. This framework 
accounts for fairness and provides a variety of semantics for actor system components that have 
good composability properties. 
Ulrike Lecbner 
Object-oriented specifications of distributed systems in the p-calculus and Maude 
http://www.elsevier.nl/locate/entcs/volume4.html 
We refine an abstract property-oriented specification in the p-calculus to a specification in 
Maude. As an intermediate step, we use a structured specification in the p-calculus blended with 
propositions on states appropriate for object-oriented specification. We use the loose approach in 
refinement and refine data types as well as behavior. Throughout, our example is the bounded 
buffer. 
Isabel Pita and Narciso Mar&Oliet 
A Ma& specification of an object-oriented database model for telecommunication networks 
http://www.elsevier.nl/locate/entcs/volume4.html 
This paper presents an object-oriented database model for broadband telecommunication net- 
works, which can be used both for network management and for network planning purposes. 
The object-oriented data model has been developed using the parallel object-oriented specifica- 
tion language Maude (Meseguer, 1993; Meseguer and Qian, 1993) which allows us to define not 
only structural aspects of the database, but also procedural aspects. Several modeling approaches 
are compared, emphasizing the definition of the object relationships and some of the procedural 
aspects of the model. 
